October 15, 1991

Trip plan Montana SF

October 15 10 Miles CR

16 Brewer Ranch

17 Travel to Butte

18 Bataclan

19 Mt. Logan

20 Travel Butte S.F.
Oct 15
10:30 AM To Airport with Peter Watkins
11:20 AM To Billings via Delta 1567 & 740
5:20 PM Arr Billings
Met by Neil Martin
By plane to Miles City, Ar.
PM
Lodge  Buckboard Inn
Mike's City
By F2G
Greg O'grim
Keith Wittenhagen
Supper Chuck Wagon
$4.50
\[ A = \text{Obligation} \quad 573 \text{hd} \]

\[ B = \frac{\text{Capacity}}{\text{Capacity deficit}} \]

\[ C = \frac{\text{Amount} \quad \%}{\text{Capacity deficit}} \]

\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
A & 175 & 100 \\
B & 135 & 71 \\
C & 40 & 29 \\
\end{array} \]

\[ 60 \div 71 = 100 \]

\[ \frac{85\% \text{ Use}}{71 \div 600} \text{ to meet} \quad \frac{568}{320} \text{ deficit} \]

or by feeding or both
Lucy
Sissy
Miko

CRA Grocers
Film

Keith Nielsen Hagen
Mike Modell
Brewer Ranch
Powderville MT
59345
1-406-554-3485

Lucy

Jack Jones
3014 Irene St
Butte MT 59701
Oct 16 Wed
To Brewer Ranch with Keith Wittenbreg
Spend day to 4:30
discussing Brewer Ranch grazing plan with Mike Buell
4:30 - 6:30 Drive out and looked at Heider Pastures and Timber Creek hazard.
Lunch at Brewer
Supper at Brewer
Lodging at Brewer Ranch
Oct 17

B. Brewer Ranch
8:30 A.M. Left Ranch
with Lucy Moulton
and daughter Missy

for Mill City Airport
10:00 A.M. Arr.[ed] Airport
Neil Martin did
not show up at
Airport or call.
10:30 A.M. Flew to
Billings with Sig
Urgin. Much smoke
in the air from fires
in western Montana

Cold, overcast
Oct 17, Cont'd
negligible rain.

1:20 - 2:20 A Billings

to Butte by
Horizon Air $ 138.60
Mat by Jack Jones
BLM

Supper
Lodge

Oct 18 Mt. Massive

Oct 19 Mt. Hoppin